A method for discrete self-localization of an autonomous mobile system was proposed. One of its many possible implementations was designed, that uses a camera subsystem, which delivers sensor information about the environment reduced to an nelementary measurement vector. Three different algorithms of image analysis were proposed and implemented. The self-localization approach with three different'image sub-systems was tested by computer simulations on different natural and synthetic scenes.
Introduction
The mobile service and diagnostic robots [2, 31 have to work in a specific "human-like" environment, that firstly prohibits the use of such active sensors, like laser scanner devices, and secondly, it requires to interact with humans, that can cross the trajectory of a moving vehicle. Both features of the environment support the use of digital cameras for the acquisition of sensory information. By using image analysis methods different tasks required for autonomous navigation can be be solved, like the detection and recognition of obstacles [6, 9] , the tracking of road borders [5, 10] and the self-localization in a (partly) known environment
The idea for presented approach follows a general scheme considered in [4] for the case of proximity sensors, like laser scanner devices. In this paper, we shall propose a detailed algorithm for self-localization of autonomous vehicles in an indoor environment, which are equipped with fast-working image analysis capabilities. In sec. 2 the self-localization scheme and a detailed algorithm are introduced. Sec. 3 defines several alternative sets of image features, that provide "scene observations" for the robot. Test results are given in sec. 4, where we consider to degrees of freedom of vehicle. [I, 41. Wojciech As an appropriate method of discrete state estimation we choose the method of state condensation [3, 4) .
It assumes, that the number of states can he limited to a finite number, i.e. specific combinations of state parameter values are 'frozen' in order to represent a particular state of the system. For a finite set of states it is computationally feasible to estimate the probability distribution of states.
Belief state -the pdf of states upon the condition of a sequence of observation:
In practice a finite set of states S is defined, that covers the studied environnient and during initialization of the condensation process the a priori pdf of states is specified (by default or due to learning):
The iteration cycle of the condensation algorithm consists of three main steps (1,2,4 below) and it requires an application-dependent measurement (step 3): 
The second a priori pdf should be known:
4. modification of the helief state (the rextion'onto the measurement).
Let ot+l is the measurement at discrete time t f l .
The modification of belief state is finally given as:
where et+] is a necessary coefficient for normalization of the belief state sum t o 1.
The algorithm of self-localization
In autonomous navigation the action performed by the vehicle or camera are usually known, due to the odometry. Hence, this knowledge can he incorporated into the state condensation scheme. Now, the role of the learning phase is:
for each discrete state s E s and possible measurement vector rn to determine the pdf p(rn1s);
for each pair of states sk,sj and each possible action a to determine the pdf of state transition with respect to action: p(sklsJ,a).
The working phase of self-localization is an extension of the state condensation scheme:
1. Get the goal state 2. Initialization of a default belief state at t = 0 (for example by a uniformly distributed pdf) Belo(sk) = p(sg/Ho). .
REPEAT until the goal state is not reached:
(a) t = t + 1; (b) find the current best state:
where Ht-l = history of past belief states and measurements;
(e) determine and perform the next action resulting from minimization of the distance between current best state and the goal state;
(d) as the current action at and the a priori pdf a t ) are known the predicted belief state at time t can he computed mt(sk) = (e) acquire the measurement mt at new position.
(f) with the a priori pdfp(rntlst) modify the belief state at time t: Bel,(sk) = p(s$INt) = ctp(rntIst)Belt(s), where et is the current normalization coefficient (the sum of belief state distribution should be equal t o 1).
-
Illustration of a 2-D self-localization
In our experiments only two degrees of freedom of the camera were allowed: a translation along the X and Y axes by unit steps. Hence, the possible actions were: {at = (dz,dy)/dz,dy = {-1,0, l}}. A single image corresponds to one particular view of the scene (see Figure (2) ). The measurement system in this case is performed by an image analysis system, which detects a meaurement vector for each image.
Image feature detection methods
We have implemented three types of measurements, which are based on global image features. Although, they are of simple nature and they usually provide not A 2-D scene is split into n x n views, where each position corresponds with a single system state. Due to image analysis the appearance of digits (from 1 to 4) is detected and summarized by a measurement vector.
sufficient information to distinguish in one step between all possible states (views), they are very helpful to demonstrate the efficiency of the discrete localization method. The following types of the measurement vector were created:
1.
2.
3.
3.1
MeunVar -the three mean and three standard deviation values of the R, G and B channels of the image.
FFTG -the modules of first 6 components of a Fourier transform of the iniage.
Hist6 -the three dominating color components in the image with their density values.
Learning the a priori pdf
The a priori pdf p(m1s) should be computed during the learning phase. But the number of possible meawrenient vectors is infinite, usually there are continuow-valued components of m. In practice this pdf can be made explicit only during the active work.
In the learning phase we compute and store thc feature vectors associated with each discrete state. During the active work the feature vector of current view is detected (assuming a previous normalization of the scene illumination or camera contrast).
The a priori pdf p(mk+, Is) is implicitly defined, as we can compute for each state sli the value of a Gaussian distributed pdf, with mid point equal to zero, for the the distance of w/mk+l -m(Sk))lz (where w is a weighting vector that adjusts the intervals of particular components to some common interval).
Global mean and standard deviation
In the first measurement method the vector m consists of global features of given view. In the learning phase for each view the mean values and standard deviation values of each color component are computed.
Histogram-based features
Image features that are computed from the histogram of the image are usually of global character. At first for each color component its histogram is ohtained, i.e., the density distributions of possible intensity values. We have studied an extensive case, where in addition to the total number of pixels having given intensity, the position of image regions with given intensity is detected (represented by its mass center and boundary box). This approach resulted in a matrix of measurements, rather than a vector. In experiments, even a simplified approach, that uses a 6-elementary feature vector only, turned out to be sufficiently robust. The feature vector consisted of three pairs of values (lk,p(lk)),k = 1 , 2 , 3 (Ik -t h e k-highest intensity value, p ( G ) -the number of pixels with intensity Id.
frequency-based features
For a square image of size NN, the two-dimensional FFT is given by:
, ( N --l ,~-l ) represents the highest frequency.
Test results
Several scenes with different illumination conditions were available for testing (Figure 3) . Three alternative measurement vectors were tested: of the scene is available. The goal state (on the right), the current (unknown to the system) view (in the center) and the default initial hest state (on the left) of the real scene.
Statistics of the feature vectors
Let us first verify the statistical correctness of the proposed image feature vectors.
The p-value of two distributions expresses the correctness of a hypothesis, that both distributions are statistically equivalent. If the p-value is equal to zero, then the above hypothesis is wrong and both features can he treated as being different. This definition can he extended to more than two distributions.
We have examined the behavior of our three sets of image features, when the image analysis was applied to our four 2-D scenes. 
The quality of self-localization
For each 2-D test scene (in total -four scenes were used) and for each measurement method we have run the self-localization process 100 times, with randomly chosen start and goal states. A particular selflocalization process is illustrated on figure 5. At the start point the belief state distribution is an uniform distribution. After 2-4 steps the appropriate state that corresponds to the real position can already be selected -the belief state value for such state dominates already the beliefs of remaining states.
In table (3) we provide data illustrating the correctness (quality) of self-localization tests in different scenes and measurement methods. The FFTGset allowed for error-free self-localization, the MeanVar-set 
Summary and Conclusion
A self-localization method for (partly) known indoor environment was designed and it was experimentally proved to be robust and effective. Three different environment measurement algorithms, based on image analysis, were proposed and tested. It was shown that even for natural scenes, the use of even a small set of image features, expressing only global information of a particular view, is sufficiently robust. An obvious pre-condition for using global image features is the scene normalization, i.e., the images of the scene (environment) acquired during the active navigation state num.
Lift-352 Map234 All-594 99 Lab150 87 Table 3 : The number of successful runs of the selflocalization pr6cess (for 100 tests in total).
should be non-linearly scaled to adapt to the contrast and intensity of the scene in the learning phase. Otherwise the detection of discrete image features is preferred, although this is out of scope of this paper. The global image features are sufficiently robust to overcome small geometric perturbations in image acquisition, i.e., a shift of the view by several pixels with respect to the learned position.
